We consider the efficient estimation of a regression parameter in a partially linear additive nonparametric regression model from repeated measures data when the covariates are multivariate. To date, while there is some literature in the scalar covariate case, the problem has not been addressed in the multivariate additive model case. Ours represents a first contribution in this direction. As part of this work, we first describe the behavior of nonparametric estimators for additive models with repeated measures when the underlying model is not additive. These results are critical when one considers variants of the basic additive model. We apply them to the partially linear additive repeated-measures model, deriving an explicit consistent estimator of the parametric component; if the errors are in addition Gaussian, the estimator is semiparametric efficient. We also apply our basic methods to a unique testing problem that arises in genetic epidemiology; in combination with a projection argument we develop an efficient and easily computed testing scheme. Simulations and an empirical example from nutritional epidemiology illustrate our methods.
Introduction
We consider the efficient estimation of a regression parameter in a partially linear additive nonparametric regression model from repeated measures data when the covariates are multivariate. To date, while there is some literature in the scalar covariate case, see below, the problem has not been addressed in the multivariate additive model case. Ours represents a first contribution in this direction.
There has been considerable interest in the simplest version of this problem. Suppose 
where has mean zero. This is the classical partially linear model in the repeated measures case.
When there are no repeated measures (J = 1), there is a vast literature on estimating θ true under various conditions (Härdle et al. 2000) . With the repeated measures, estimation using kernel methods has been treated (Wang et al. 2005 ) and considerably generalized (Lin and Carroll 2006) .
In this paper, our goal is to consider repeated measures models such as (1) in the case that the argument of m true (·) is multivariate, rather than a scalar. As is usual, to avoid the curse of dimensionality we take an additive modeling approach. Suppose we have a random sample {(Y i , X i ) } for i = 1, . . . , n, where
. . , Y iJ ) and where Σ true has elements σ k,true and is positive definite. We have J repeated measurements consisting of one response and D regressors from n individuals. Assume X 1 has the density p(·). We denote the density of (X 11 , . . . , X 1D ) as p (·), the density of (X 1sk , X 1b ) as p sb k and the density of X 1dk as p d k . As far as we are aware, there has been no considerations of efficient estimation of θ true in model (2), and it is the purpose of this paper to provide such estimates and the accompanying theory. If θ true were known, then the functions {m d,true (·)} can be estimated efficiently by a local linear smooth backfitting algorithm ) and reviewed in Section 2.
We combine this methodology with a semiparametric profiling argument (Lin and Carroll 2006) to develop estimates of θ true and inference for it in Section 3.
While the algorithm for estimating θ true is quite simple, technically the development is challenging because it involves fitting additive nonparametric models to data that do not have the additive structure. Such a technical issue does not arise in simpler models such as (1), where there is only one nonparametric function being estimated. In particular, as part of the work, we describe the properties of additive model regression when the additive model fails, a result of interest in itself.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the basic repeated measures smooth backfitting algorithm for local linear regression. Included in this section is a new result about the properties of additive model regression when the additive model fails. Section 3 gives the algorithm for estimating θ true , and states the asymptotic results for it. A simulation study is described in Section 4, while Section 5 describes an empirical data set from nutritional epidemiology . Section 6 describes a non-standard model arising in genetics in which it is interesting to test a null hypothesis that a parameter equals zero. We develop a score test approach for this problem, the theory for which again uses our new theory of misspecified additive models. Section 7 gives concluding remarks. Proofs are sketched in a technical appendix.
Local Linear Smooth Backfitting and its Properties
In this section, we describe the local linear smooth backfitting estimator for repeated measures data ), state its properties when an additive model holds, and then describe its properties when the additive model fails. The latter result is new.
The Local Linear Estimator
Let K 0 be a base kernel function and 
One choice of Σ is the covariance estimator based on the residuals of the pooled data, but more complex generalizations are easily handled.
Let 1 be a vector of ones and m
1. For a local linear fit, consider the smoothed sum of squares given as follows:
Here, 
The minimizer of (3) exists and is given as follows . Define the following estimators, for
Then we obtain the following system of fitting integral equations:
It is easy to check that the solution of Equation (4) automatically satisfies the identification condition.
A backfitting algorithm ) can be used to implement this estimator without having to compute the high dimensional integrals in (3). Define
Then the backfitting algorithm takes the following form. Equation (4) can be rewritten as
where I is the identity mapping. Based upon this observation, we build up a backfitting type algorithm, as follows. 
Note that in practice the integrations in the operators and the inversion of the operators
can be done by discrete approximations of functions on grid points. In our simulations and in our data example we applied the trapezoidal rule for numerical integration.
3. Iterate this updating until it converges. Convergence of the algorithm has been proven ).
Properties When the Additive Model Holds
The following results are known ). Make the following assumptions. Let Σ be any positive definite matrix. We say Σ converges to Σ in probability if
where µ r (K) = t r K(t)dt for a function K. They show that if the positive definite estimator Σ converges to Σ in probability, it follows that for any
If the covariance estimator Σ converges to Σ true in probability, for d = 1, . . . , D, we have
.
Remark 1
The bias term of our estimators is the same as for ordinary nonparametric regression with no repeated measures and no additive model. This bias term in our estimator does not involve the density function of the X's, which is called design independent bias (Fan and Gilbels 1996) . Also, when the covariance estimator Σ converges to Σ true in probability, our estimator is efficient.
Remark 2 The assumption A5 means that ordinary bandwidth estimation will work in our context, and the semiparametric contexts to follow. Section 3.2 of discusses this issue. Also see Maity, et al. (2007) for other comments on bandwidth estimation in semiparametric models.
When the True Regression Function is not Additive
In this section, we do not assume an additive model but instead assume only that
and where has mean zero.
One can expect that the proposed smooth backfitting type estimator converges to an additive projection of m(·) under the model (7), because the estimator minimizes a distance between responses and additive functions. We denote this additive projec- 
Remark 3 It is easy to see that . This additional price for deviations from additivity also appeared in applications of smooth backfitting to spatial data (Lu et al. 2007) .
Remark 4 It is important to remember that when the true regression function is not additive, an additive regression model does not consistently estimate the true regression function, 
Lin and Carroll (2006), for any working covariance matrix Σ, the profile estimator is easily found to have the closed form expression
Remark 5 Note crucially here that U ik is the result of an additive regression of Z in X, even though that regression need not be additive in actuality. This is where the result in Section 2.3 comes into play.
Asymptotic Theory
Define 
When the working covariance matrix equals the true covariance matrix, i.e., Σ = Σ true ,
Remark 6 Plug-in estimators of the covariance matrices in (8) and (9) can be constructed easily. For instance, U and S Z (Σ true ) can be estimated by U and S Z (Σ true ) as in Section 3.1, thus giving an estimator for the covariance matrix in (9). An estimator of Σ true can be constructed using the sample covariance of residuals from a nonparametric additive regression using working independence. For the covariance matrix in (8), the term E(UΣ −1
can be estimated by the sample covariance matrix of the estimates of
Semiparametric Efficiency
For Gaussian errors the semiparametric efficiency bound for the variance can be shown to 
The semiparametric variance bound for θ 0 is given by E(Ψ θ,eff Ψ θ,eff ) = S −1 Z (Σ true ), and in this case our estimator is semiparametric efficient.
Simulations
In this section, we discuss finite sample properties of the proposed estimators via simulation studies. Compared to the ordinary partially linear model, the models considered in this paper have two important characteristics: one is that we observe independent clusters which may have within-cluster correlations and the other is that the functional parameter in the regression model has an additive structure. Our method considers these two aspects of the model. We will compare the finite sample performance of our estimator and three alternatives, as follows.
A Our proposed method which considers within-cluster correlations and the additive structure of the nuisance parameter B An estimator which consider only the additive structure of the nuisance parameter, but assumes that there is no correlation within the clusters. This is the working independence estimator for an additive model .
C An estimator which consider only within-cluster correlations, but does not model the nonparametric function additively. This method is based on the estimators of Wang (2003) and Wang, et al. (2005) , but instead uses a multivariate kernel function. D An estimator which consider neither the correlations nor the additive structure, i.e., the ordinary profile multivariate-kernel estimator.
We considered the semiparametric additive regression model
where β = 1.5, m 1 (x) = sin{2π(x − 0.5)} and m 2 (x) = x − 0.5 + sin{2π(x − 0.5)}. The sample size was 200, the bandwidth was 0.1, there were J = 3 repeated measures and the grid size for integration was 0.01. For each scenario we generated 500 data sets. Estimation of the covariance matrix used the residuals from the pooled data estimator. We generated
where Σ E has elements σ ij . We investigated seven cases. For Cases 1, 2 and 3, we used the exchangeable covariance matrix Σ E = (1 − ρ a )I + ρ a 11 with ρ 1 = 0.9, ρ 2 = 0.5 and ρ 3 = 0.1, respectively. For Case 4, we used common variances σ 11 = σ 22 = σ 33 = 1 with σ 12 = 0.9, σ 13 = 0.5 and σ 23 = 0.4. For Case 5, we used common variances σ 11 = σ 22 = σ 33 = 1 with AR(1) structure having correlation coefficient -0.9.
Finally, for Cases 6 and 7 we allowed heteroscedasticity with σ 11 = 9, σ 22 = 4 and σ 33 = 1, and with common correlation 0.9 and 0.1, respectively. The six dimensional vector X i was generated from independent Normal(0.5, 0.25) but truncated to the 6 dimensional unit cube [0, 1]
6
. The covariate Z ij was generated as Z ij = 3(1 − 2X i1j )(1 − 2X i2j ) + u ij where u ij were independently from Normal{0 , 0.5}. Note that the function f (x, y) = (1 − 2x)(1 − 2y) is orthogonal to additive functions under this setup so
} is the source of our gaining efficiency by considering additivity. To see this, recall that the asymptotic variance of type C estimator is E(
where
because the function f (x, y) = E(Z|X 1 = x, X 2 = y) is orthogonal to additive functions.
We report the mean squared errors (MSE) for estimating β in Table 1 . The biases were negligible in almost every case and are not reported here. The worst bias was about −0.015 for the local linear estimator of type D in Case 7. Here is a summary of the main findings.
• There is little difference between the local linear and local constant estimators.
• Our method that takes into account both the additivity and the within-cluster correlation does much better than the other methods.
• The comparison of whether to ignore the additivity or the within-cluster correlation, methods B and C, depends on the covariance structure.
• The method that ignores both the additivity and the within-cluster correlations is wildly inefficient. of the estimators for β based on 500 samples of size 200. LC stands for local constant estimator and LL for local linear. The seven covariance types are described in the text. Method A accounts for additivity and within-cluster correlation. Method B accounts only for additivity. Method C accounts only for within-cluster correlation. Method D accounts for neither additivity nor within-cluster correlation.
Urinary Nitrogen Example
To illustrate the repeated measures smooth backfitting algorithm, we use data from the OPEN Study (Kipnis et al 2003) . Background on nutritional epidemiology may be found in Willett (1990) . The data was analyzed in with the additive model framework but no parametric part.
We use a data set of 294 men and women measured at two visits who reported their shortterm intake of protein Y ij as measured by the biomarker urinary nitrogen. Here the protein biomarker data were log-transformed. To predict protein intake we used three variables, body mass index X i1j , log-protein intake X i2j as measured by a 24-hour recall instrument and log-protein intake Z ij as measured by a food frequency questionnaire. A preliminary analysis using three dimensional nonparametric additive fit suggested linearity in the last predictor Z ij . The residuals from an additive regression fit suggested an estimated covariance matrix with variances 0.065 and 0.075 and with a correlation of 0.507. The bandwidths were selected as in and are given as 3.02 for body mass index X i1j and 0.374 for log-protein via the 24-hour recall X i2j .
Under this working covariance, we fitted the following model:
We also found that third order and second order polynomials approximate m 1 (·) and m 2 (·) fairly well, respectively. Table 2 shows the estimates of β from the parametric polynomial fits and semiparametric fits with (WD) and without (WI) taking account the within-cluster correlations. As is seen in the table, they give similar results with slightly smaller standard errors when taking account of the within-cluster correlations. We also found that the average length of pointwise confidence interval of WD estimators for nonparametric functions were 13.5% shorter than WI estimators. Figure 1 shows the residual plots and Figure 2 shows Table 2 : The estimates of β from parametric polynomial models: WD means taking into account the within-cluster correlations, while WI ignores these correlations.
Score Testing for Parametric Effects in a Complex Interaction Model
Although our major focus is on the partially linear repeated measures additive model, the power of our results and another application of Proposition 1 can be seen in their application to a unique testing problem not considered previously in the additive models case. In a genetics context (Chatterjee et al. 2006) , there is a parametric modeling framework for testing certain parametric components in a way that gains considerable power in the presence of interactions. The natural version of their model in our framework is as follows. We have additional covariates Z ij , and the model consists of a parametric component in the Z ij , an additive model in the X idj and a possible interaction determined by a scalar γ, and is
Here the goal is to test whether Z influences Y , and thus the null hypothesis is that H 0 :
θ true = 0, see Chatterjee et al. for detailed motivation. Basically, the idea is that in some cases it can be expected that the Z's and the X's interact, and model (10) is one way to exploit this expectation to obtain a more powerful test for the main effect of Z.
The value of the interaction γ is not identified under the null hypothesis, and Chatterjee et al. refer to this as a Tukey-type formulation, with the exception that the interest is in the main effect and not in the interaction.
Because (10) is a complex model that is not even identified under the null model, Chatterjee et al. suggest using a modified score test procedure. In our case, even more is true, because even if we fix γ = 0, (10) is a non-standard model for which there are no available methods. consider this problem when there are no repeated measures, and our development is a generalization of theirs.
The normalized loglikelihood score statistic in θ for model (10) evaluated at θ true = 0 is easily seen to equal ) and use those to derive the asymptotic distribution of S n (γ) under the null hypothesis that θ true = 0. However, two difficulties arise. The first is that undersmoothing is required, i.e., nh
Second, and critically, the distribution depends upon terms that are not directly computable because they are the solution to an integral equation, and hence computing p-values in simple and easily computed ways is not possible.
An Adjusted Score
To overcome both problems raised above, we use the following projection-type approach. We propose to use the adjusted score
Then we have the following result, which is the first step in the construction of the test-statistic, namely normalization to a chi-squared random variable for fixed γ. 
is asymptotically chisquared with p w degrees of freedom.
Implementation and p-Values
Chatterjee et al. suggest the following procedure. Instead of choosing an arbitrary γ, they form T n = max 0≤γ≤b T n (γ). We emphasize that they do not consider our model, only parametric ones. It is possible to show that T n (γ) converges weakly to a Gaussian process in γ.
Hence, at least in principle, it is possible to use this fact directly to obtain p-values, but the process is not easy because it requires sampling from the Gaussian process.
An alternative is to use the parametric bootstrap, by assuming that the ( To avoid these difficulties, we reply on the linear expansion (11 
Note that except for the estimation of U ijQ , the limiting distribution of Thus, computing the p-value is not a difficult process.
Discussion and Conclusions
We have discussed fitting semiparametric additive models in the repeated measures context.
We have used the smooth backfitting kernel approach to this problem largely because it has a tractable asymptotic theory, with good efficiency properties. In practice, of course, regression spline approaches can be used as well. In simulations not reported here, we have found that regression spline approaches have similar good small-sample behavior, although asymptotic theory would be challenging.
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Appendix: Proofs and Complements
A.1 Proof of Proposition 1
Note that H is a subspace of F and has one common function f . We equip F with a Hilbert (semi-
For simplicity, we assume that
) ∈ H 0 for which the integral exists. We can derive following system of integral equations from the equation (A.1): 
, which happens with probability tending to one. By Proposition 1, standard calculations in kernel smoothing and integration by part, we have sup 
A.3 Proof of Proposition 3
Recall that
and it is a residual of a nonparametric additive regression of (Z i ) i=1,...,n on (X i ) i=1,...,n . Hence using we obtain that for any p, 
